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THE UNIVERSITY OF THE WEST OF ENGLAND 

POLICY ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

University of the West of England, Bristol (UWE Bristol) Intellectual Property Policy sets out 

the rights of its staff, research and taught students in relation to their intellect and creative 

output.  UWE Bristol is an enterprising and entrepreneurial university and aims to encourage 

and facilitate the development and protection, where appropriate, of any Intellectual 

Property (IP) created. 

This document sets out the policy in respect of the rights, responsibilities and procedures of 

the University and its staff and students in relation to intellectual property and material(s) 

created, to which UWE Bristol resources, including time, funds, facilities or expertise, have 

contributed. 

This includes the ownership, development, commercialisation and exploitation of IP, and the 

sharing with staff or students any net revenue generated from IP. 

UWE Bristol recognises that Intellectual Property generated by research and other work 

undertaken at the  University is an important asset, and wishes to encourage all staff and 

students to contribute towards this activity. UWE Bristol also has the responsibility to 

identify, protect and manage its Intellectual Property effectively. 

What is intellectual Property (IP)? 

UWE Bristol defines Intellectual Property as patents, utility models, rights to inventions, 

copyright and related rights, trade marks and service marks, trade names and domain 

names, rights in get-up and trade dress, rights to goodwill or to sue for passing off or unfair 

competition, plant variety rights, rights in designs, rights in computer software, database 

rights, semiconductor topography rights, rights in confidential information (including know 

how and trade secrets) and any other intellectual property rights, in each case whether 

registered or unregistered and including all applications (or rights to apply) for, and 

renewals or extensions of, such rights and all similar or equivalent rights or forms of 

protection which subsist or will subsist now or in the future in any part of the world. 

 IP includes what might be termed ‘Scholarly Materials’ produced by employed staff in the 

normal course of their duties. 

Certain IP (for example, patents, trademarks and designs) can be protected by registration. 

Failure to register can have an impact on the ability of the IP owner to commercially exploit 

IP .  The fact that IP may not have been registered does not, however, prevent the IP 

owner from asserting rights of ownership in relation to that IP including a right to 

commercially exploit.  
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2. WHO OWNS IP? 
 
Employed staff 

Under intellectual property laws (including the Registered Designs Act 1949, the Patents Act 

1977, Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988, and Copyright and Rights in Databases 

Regulations 1997) Intellectual Property created by employees in the course of their 

employment is owned by their employer.  This means that IP created by UWE Bristol staff in 

the normal course of their duties is owned by the University.  UWE Bristol staff includes all 

those employed by the University through a formal employment contract and includes 

academic, professional services and research staff.   

Employees working at other institutions 

UWE Bristol staff may have honorary academic appointments at other institutions. In such 

circumstances, before UWE Bristol employee commences an honorary appointment, an 

agreement must be put in place, after consultation with UWE Bristol, between the university 

and the other institution in which should include terms establishing the ownership of any 

arising IP. 

Employees working at partner NHS trusts 

UWE Brsitol employees with clinical duties may also hold honorary contracts of employment 

with the relevant NHS partner trust. In such circumstances the ownership of IP will remain 

with the University unless specific arrangements with partner trusts for IP identification, 

ownership and exploitation have been agreed.  

Individuals with honorary, visiting or emeritus status  

The University awards honorary, visiting and emeritus status to some individuals.  Such 

individuals are not formally employed by the University and will normally, therefore, own 

any IP they create.   

They  may, however, be required under certain circumstances to transfer to the University 

any IP they create as if they were a University employee.  This would include, for example, 

IP created jointly with a member of UWE Bristol staff in the course of his or her 

employment, created using UWE Bristol facilities or resources or created in the course of 

undertaking research or other activity for which the University is formally responsible.  

Where such assignment is made, the individual  may enter a revenue sharing agreement 

with the university using the same scheme that applies to University employees (see below). 

Third parties 

The University frequently enters into agreements with third parties which specify ownership 

of IP generated by University staff and students in research collaborations. In such cases IP 

may be owned by the University, the third party or jointly depending on who creates the IP 

and what the terms of agreement are.  
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Taught Students 

Students registered on a taught degree programme at UWE Bristol will normally own any IP 

they create.  Where students generate IP in the course of their academic studies they will 

normally own that IP in their own right.  This includes all students registered on and 

undertaking a taught course at undergraduate or postgraduate level. 

Exceptions to this may apply where, for example, the student:  

 has specifically agreed otherwise in writing with the university;  

 has a sponsored studentship under which the sponsor has a claim on the IP arising 

as part of the terms of the sponsorship;  

 participates in a research programme or ‘live’ external company project where any 

arising IP is to be owned by the sponsor of the research or project.  

 generates IP using UWE Bristol facilities and/or resources and is required to assign 

IP as a condition of use;  

 generates IP jointly with an employed member of UWE Bristol working in the course 

of his or her normal employment.  

For questions or clarification please email tech.transfer@uwe.ac.uk 

Where such assignment is made, the student may enter a revenue sharing agreement with 

the university using the same scheme that applies to University employees (see below) 

For the avoidance of doubt UWE Bristol will have no claim to any IP created by the student 

without use of UWE Bristol’s facilities and/or resources.  

Research Based Degrees   

Students registered for research-based degrees (including PhD, ProfDoc and mPhil) may 

claim ownership of IP generated in the source of their studies only if they can clearly 

demonstrate that such IP has been created solely by themselves.  

Typically, postgraduate students studying for research-based degrees use UWE facilities and 

work closely with UWE Bristol staff, including their Director of Studies, other supervisors, or 

other employees of the University. IP from their projects will often, therefore, have been 

created jointly by the student and University employees.  

The University may therefore require that students undertaking research-based degrees 

assign any IP they create in the course of their studies to the University.  

Where such assignment is made, the student may enter a revenue sharing agreement with 

the university using the same scheme that applies to University employees (see below). 

Where the student’s programme is funded by an external organisation the student may be 

required, if (but only if) there is  a contractual arrangement with that organisation to this 

effect, to transfer ownership of IP to that organisation.  
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3. DISCLOSURE AND THIRD PARTY IP 

When undertaking work from which IP, covered by the Policy is generated or may be 
expected to be generated, all persons bound by the UWE Bristol IP Policy and Regulations 
must:  

a) complete a copy of the UWE Bristol ‘INVENTION AND MATERIAL DISCLOSURE 

FORM’ as soon as reasonably possible to notify the university of any innovation, 

invention, IP, exploitable technology or material created 

b) keep the nature of and matters relating to IP and material confidential (through 

proper use of confidentiality agreements etc.) until the fact and manner of 

disclosure is assessed by UWE Bristol 

c) assist with the protection and exploitation of IP developed, keep suitable records 

of creation, and co-operate fully with UWE Bristol and its agents (e.g. external 

patent agents and lawyers)  

d) disclose to the Executive Dean (or nominee) or the Director of RBI at the outset 

of the work, or as soon as they become aware of it - the ownership by a third 

party of any IP referred to or used for their work; or any pre-existing or 

independent IP which they themselves own which is proposed to be used by 

UWE Bristol.  

e) assist UWE Bristol in taking such further steps as UWE Bristol deems reasonably 

necessary in order to resolve any issue that needs to be addressed in connection 

with any third party IP right that needs to be addressed whether before work 

commences or during the course of any project 

 

4. COMMERCIALISING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

UWE Bristol Personnel (UWE Bristol employed staff or any person working under a contract 

for services with UWE Bristol)  must inform UWE Bristol of any potential commercialisation 

of Intellectual Property owned by the University and any IP created using UWE Bristol 

facilities and/or resources.  

Unless the University expressly authorises otherwise, commercialisation shall only take place 

under the direction of UWE Bristol and UWE Bristol shall determine whether it wishes to 

commercialise IP and if so the steps that need to be taken. 

If UWE Bristol decides that it  does not wish to commercialise IP it may license or assign the 

IP to the creators where it can be shown to its reasonable satisfaction that assigning 

ownership or licensing will be on terms to be agreed and which are consistent with UWE 

Bristol’s obligations as a charity and the use of public funds.  

If the IP is commercialised by the creator, the University will be entitled to a share of 

revenue and UWE Bristol will normally require an ongoing licence in perpetuity to continue 

to use the IP for research (including commercial research) and teaching purposes. 
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UWE Bristol Personnel may not, without written authority from the University, enter into any 

discussions, negotiations, arrangements or agreements with any person or organisation in 

relation to any IP which belongs to UWE Bristol. 

The University may, issue disclaimers of ownership of IP in appropriate cases and agree that 

the IP can be owned by the creators, for example for scholarly works. 

Setting up a business or company for the exploitation of IP 

UWE Bristol staff, students and/or other individuals covered by the IP Policy may wish to set 

up a business, for example by operating as a sole trader or forming a partnership, a limited 

company or other corporate structure (the 'New Entity'), in order to exploit IP covered by 

this IP Policy.  Before doing so they must  seek and secure permission  from the Board of 

Governors on the recommendation of the Vice Chancellor. 

Permission will usually require that a viable business plan and relevant agreements and 

equity positions have been developed, the necessary funding, for example sources of 

investment have been identified and approved and the form of New Entity for exploitation 

has been determined  

Permission from the Vice Chancellor or representative acting on his behalf and the relevant 

Dean of the Faculty involved are needed for any UWE Bristol staff to take up a Directorship 

of a company or to take up a partnership position that will involve University investment in 

the form of resources or assets (whether this be payment of money or payment in kind) . 

UWE Bristol will normally be a shareholder (or equivalent) in any New Entity which involves 

UWE Bristol staff, resources or assets, or where UWE Bristol has previously provided funding 

to the project. 

UWE Bristol will, normally, license on suitable terms any IP needed by the New Entity which 

may be either exclusive or non-exclusive. 

UWE Bristol may choose to negotiate on its own behalf and/or on behalf of University staff 

with stakeholders (for example funding bodies, joint owners of IP with UWE Bristol, any 

present or previous sponsors of work at or with UWE Bristol) for any IP or information to 

which the New Entity needs access.  

University staff or students involved in a New Entity need to seek and fund their own 

independent financial and legal advice (and in particular tax advice) in relation to the 

formation of a business or company under this Policy. 

Any New Entity must take out its own insurance for risks including but not limited to: public 

liability insurance, professional indemnity insurance, employer’s liability insurance, cyber 

insurance,directors and officers insurance, buildings and contents insurance and product 

liability insurance, as appropriate.  

 

 

 

REVENUE-SHARING OF PROCEEDS FROM THE EXPLOITATION OF IP  
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UWE Bristol will share any revenue from the exploitation of IP in which it has an interest 

with the relevant UWE Bristol staff, students or other indidividuals.  UWE Bristol may have 

certain obligations or costs to meet before any revenue is distributed. The University may 

therefore deduct reasonable costs from gross revenue prior to the calculation of revenue 

shares and distribution where these costs are not externally funded or otherwise 

recoverable.  These costs may include:  

a) Royalties due to third parties including funders;  

b) Costs and professional fees associated with the protection, maintenance, renewal 

and prosecution of the IP;  

c) Costs associated with undertaking due diligence on the IP or materials;  

d) Costs and professional fees associated with the defence of the IP;  

e) Legal costs and professional fees associated with negotiation, legal agreements and 

advice;  

f) Costs associated with marketing the IP (including travel costs); and  

g) The costs of any development work that is not externally funded or recoverable by 

UWE Bristol;  

h) Any tax payable in the UK or overseas.  

i) Any interest payable due under any loan between UWE Bristol and the New Entity 

j) Any capital payment due under any loan between UWE Bristol and the New Entity 

k) Any other payment due to UWE Bristol under the terms of any Shareholder 

agreement other than a dividend. 

The sharing of 'Net Revenues' (calculated as set out above) from the exploitation of IP will 

normally be as follows: 

a) UWE Bristol staff Share – 50% (to be apportioned as described below) 

b) Faculty Share – 25% 

c) University Share – 25% 

Exceptions  

a) UWE Bristol will not pay a royalty to employees for fundamental core activities, such 

as research undertaken within the normal course of duties or relating to teaching or 

CPD activities.  

b) UWE Bristol will not pay a royalty on monies received from a third party by UWE 

Bristol to undertake research, consultancy or further development work.  

c) UWE Bristol will not pay a royalty from monies received from the sale of shares 

associated with the exploitation of IP and this will be confirmed in the shareholders’ 

agreement for any New Entity - it is expected that inventors/creators would have 

shares themselves in the New Entity.  

d) UWE Bristol will normally wait until the amount of royalty to be distributed is greater 

than £100 (one hundred pounds sterling) in any one lot before undertaking royalty 

distribution.  

Where IP is generated by more than one inventor or creator, they are each responsible for 

informing UWE Bristol of the proportion of their individual contributions to its generation. 

For the purposes of distribution of inventor/creators’ shares in respect of Net Revenues 

received from exploitation of IP and material generated jointly it shall be the responsibility of 
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the inventors/creators to agree their relative apportionment and to inform UWE Bristol in 

writing by completion of the “INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: MATERIAL INCOME 

DISTRIBUTION FORM”. This document is an important part of the due diligence process and 

should be completed prior to the exploitation of any IP or materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glossary of terms 

 

To create Create, devise, design, invent, discover, be the author of or 

otherwise originate any Intellectual Property and The Creator 
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shall be interpreted as the individual or individuals that 

created the Intellectual Property. 

 

copyright 

 

Broadly speaking copyright is a right to prevent various 
forms of copying and/or exploitation without the owner's 
consent. It protects the expression of an idea and not the 
idea itself. 

Amongst other forms of expression, copyright protects 
written text, drawings and other works of art, photographs, 
music, dramatic works, sound recordings, films and 
computer programmes.  

 
 

due diligence IP due diligence aims to establish who is the legal owner of 
the IP and to also establish who has rights over it. Due 
diligence helps to identify and resolve any potential obstacles 
to the exploitation of the IP in question.  

 

Intellectual Property 

or IP 

Patents, utility models, rights to inventions, copyright and 

related rights, trade marks and service marks, trade names 

and domain names, rights in get-up and trade dress, rights to 

goodwill or to sue for passing off or unfair competition, plant 

variety rights, rights in designs, rights in computer software, 

database rights, semiconductor topography rights, rights in 

confidential information (including know how and trade 

secrets) and any other intellectual property rights, in each 

case whether registered or unregistered and including all 

applications (or rights to apply) for, and renewals or 

extensions of, such rights and all similar or equivalent rights or 

forms of protection which subsist or will subsist now or in the 

future in any part of the world. 

 

know how Information or expertise which is substantial, valuable and 
secret. It is not capable of registration and the only way of 
protecting it is to keep it confidential. It may be disclosed to 
others in confidence, preferably under an agreement such as 
a confidentiality agreement which sets out the terms of use of 
the know-how and which puts the party receiving the know-
how under an obligation to keep the information confidential.  

 

patents A patent is an exclusive right granted for an invention which is 
new and offers a solution to a problem. A granted patent 
allows the owner to prevent others from using the product or 
process which has been patented (including making, selling, 
importing and exporting in a particular territory). The relevant 
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country grants the patentee a monopoly for a limited period in 
return for the patentee agreeing to publish the idea or 
technology (this generally takes place at around 18 months 
from filing a patent application). Patents are territorial e.g. if 
you file a patent application in UK only, any granted patent 
will be effective only in UK. In order for an idea or technology 
to be patentable, it must be novel, inventive and have an 
industrial application. Broadly speaking this means that the 
idea must not have been seen anywhere in the world before a 
patent application has been filed at the relevant patent office. 
Under UK law a patent has a life of 20 years from filing, 
provided annual renewal fees are paid to support the process. 

 

Trade Mark A trade mark (often referred to as a brand name) is a 
distinctive sign which identifies certain goods or services as 
those produced or provided by a particular person or 
enterprise. In UK a trade mark may be unregistered or an 
application may be made to register the mark at the UK 
Intellectual Property Office ('IPO'). A trade mark is registered 
for defined classes of goods and/or services. A registered 
trade mark offers more protection than an unregistered trade 
mark and can be easier to defend, if it is found that someone 
else is using the mark for the same or similar goods or 
services to those for which it is registered. The period of 
protection for a trade mark varies, but can generally be 
renewed indefinitely, by payment of renewal fees to the UK 
IPO every ten years.  

 

Commercialise Realise commercial or financial benefit through the 

exploitation of Intellectual Property. 

 

Scholarly Materials Non commercial materials of a scholarly nature created by 

UWE Bristol Staff in the Course of their employment and 

potentially includes: 

• academic journal articles;  

• conference papers and related presentations;  

• notes created only for the Employee’s own personal use;  

• theses and dissertations;  

• popular non-fiction, novels and poems;  

• works of fine art,  

• hard copy textbooks (unless such textbooks were developed 

using University administered-funds  paid specifically to 

support textbook development.  
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For the avoidance of doubt Scholarly Materials do not include 

computer software.  

 

 


